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Everyone at A Place In The Garden sends their heartfelt wishes to you and your families during this difficult time. It is a strange and frightening situation to find 
ourselves in, but we are all in it together.

Even though the RHS Chelsea Flower Show has been cancelled this year, we are very much continuing to develop new products and putting the final touches 
to the show garden, which we intend to open as soon as the situation has resolved. Whilst we are self isolating we should make the most of catching up with all those jobs 

in the garden, putting in to practice all those much talked about schemes.

Should you wish to order anything for your home or garden during this time or need some advice please rest assured we are open as normal .We are at the end of the 
line for help, advice and a chat at any time. So that we can respect the recommended social distancing, we are working remotely most of the time, so if you can’t get us 
on the phone we are always on email and promise to respond as soon as we can. Our delivery services are still working to help get orders out as quickly and safely as 

possible to you.

Book Five is our latest addition to A Place In The Garden. Over the last twelve months we have been designing and creating a selection of new products 
for the 20/21 season. We hope you enjoy our new catalogue and we wish you, your family and friends all the very best in these unprecedented times, 

Best Wishes,
Jane, Richard, Sam & Ben



APG

90CM TALL 
CLASSIC PLANTERS



CLASSIC
The Classic Planters have a tapered design and are unadorned for a more contemporary feel. 
The planters will arrive in a weathered finish and over time they will lighten due to the natural 

oxidisation process to develop an aged patina. 
The Classic range look beatutiful when used in both a contemporary and traditional garden setting.

  PL040PS  Small - 40x40x40  10kg  £275 
  PL050PS  Medium - 50x50x50  16kg  £345 
  PL060PS  Large - 60x60x60  23kg  £495 
  PL090PT  Tall - 40x40x90   19kg  £425 
  PL120PT  Tall - 50x50x120  32kg  £495 
  PL100TR  Trough - 100x40x50  25kg  £595

PLANTERS



LION HEAD
An elegant tapered planter in heavy gauge steel dipped in molten zinc with a cast embellishment 

of a Lion’s Head on the front face, inspired by 19th century Flemish design. The Lion Head planters make 
a wonderful addition to any garden and can be used for many different purposes such as defining an 

entrance, lining a walkway or accenting a courtyard. The planters will arrive in a weathered finish and over 
time they will lighten due to the natural oxidisation process.

  LH040PS  Small - 40x40x40  11kg  £295
  LH050PS  Medium - 50x50x50  17kg  £375 
  LH060PS  Large - 60x60x60  24kg  £525 
  LH090P T  Tall - 40x40x90   20kg  £445 
  LH120PT  Tall - 50x50x120  33kg  £525 
  LH100TR  Trough - 100x40x50  26kg  £595

PLANTERS



LION HEAD
TROUGH 



APG

MEDIUM 
ENGLISH PLANTERS



ENGLISH

These planters are traditionally English in shape and feel, having straight sides and a square panelled 
detail on all four faces. The English is a classic design with a detailed moulding on the top and bottom. 

It is a more simplistic version of our Belgian Circle planter, classic and understated. 
The planters will arrive in a weathered finish and over time they will lighten due to the 

natural oxidisation process. 

  ENG040PS  Small - 40x40x40  14kg  £325
  ENG050PS  Medium - 50x50x50  22kg  £395 
  ENG060PS  Large - 60x60x60  35kg  £495 
  ENG070PS  X-Large - 70x70x70  45kg  £675
  ENG100TR  Trough - 100x40x50  32kg  £645 

PLANTERS



BELGIAN CIRCLE

The simple yet elegant design inspired by Flemish design is on all four sides. 
The stunning Belgian Circle planters make a real focal point in any garden, courtyard or entrance way. 

The planters will arrive in a weathered finish and over time they will lighten due to the 
natural oxidisation process. 

  BC040PS  Small - 40x40x40  15kg  £345
  BC050PS  Medium - 50x50x50  23kg  £425
  BC060PS  Large - 60x60x60  38kg  £525
  BC070PS  X-Large - 70x70x70  49kg  £695
  BC100TR  Trough - 100x40x50  33kg  £675

PLANTERS



BELGIAN CIRCLE
TROUGH
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OXFORD

The Oxford is simple and understated with straight sides, offering a more 
contemporary look than some of our more traditional ranges. These planters have a rolled edged lip 
at the top and come in a variety of sizes. The planters will arrive in a weathered finish and over time 

they will lighten due to the natural oxidisation process to develop an aged patina.

  OXF044PL  Small - 50x50x50  15kg  £325
  OXF059PL  Medium - 60x60x60  25kg  £495  
  OXF074PL  Large - 70x70x70  35kg  £695  
  OXF064PT  Tall - 40x40x60   15kg  £375

PLANTERS



PLANTERS

SIENNA

The latest design in our planter range, the Sienna is based on a 17th 
century design. This traditional style planter has strong lines and is 

our most intricate design yet. The planters will arrive in a weathered 
finish and over time they will  lighten due to the natural oxidisation 

process to develop an aged patina. 

SIE050  Small - 50x50x50  34kg  £495
SIE060  Medium - 60x60x60 46kg  £645  
SIE070  Large - 70x70x70 58kg  £795 



SMALL
SIENNA PLANTER



SMALL, MEDIUM AND LARGE
RAVELLO PLANTERS



RAVELLO

Simple clean lines are the key element of these contemporary round planters. The Ravello planters are 
available in three sizes with the common theme that all of the planters are wider than they are tall. 

These circular planters look stunning when used to define entrances and staircases, also one of each size 
grouped in their descending height as a three can create a statement in your outdoor space. The planters 

will arrive in a weathered finish and over time they will lighten due to the natural oxidisation 
process to develop an aged patina. 

  RAV60D  Small - 60cm Dia. x 50cm H  24kg  £495
  RAV70D  Medium - 70cm Dia. x 60cm H  33kg  £595 
  RAV80D  Large - 80cm Dia. x 70cm H  47kg  £695 

PLANTERS



QUBE

The Qube Planters are very similar to the Oxford range but without the feet and decorative rolled 
edge, giving them a far more contemporary feel. With their crisp clean lines, the Qube planters are 

perfect for the modern garden scheme. These planters arrive with a weathered Patina finish and they 
will lighten due to the natural oxidisation process. 

  QUBE-PL-S  Small - 40x40x40  17kg  £295
  QUBE-PL-M  Medium - 55x55x55  24kg  £425 
  QUBE-PL-L  Large - 70x70x70  49kg  £595
  QUBE-PL-TALL  Tall - 50x25x120  37kg  £495
  QUBE-PL-TR  Trough - 120x25x70  48kg  £595 

PLANTERS
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APG

LARGE
VERONA PLANTERS



VERONA

The Verona is a square contemporary planter with a splayed foot and simple lipping at the top. 
The Verona planters bridge the gap between traditional and contemporary, making them one of our 

most versatile designs. This planter will develop a beautiful aged patina over time giving them our 
trademark aged Lead finish. 

  VER045PS Small - 45x45x45  16kg  £295
  VER055PS Medium - 55x55x55  24kg  £375  
  VER070PS Large - 70x70x70  38kg  £595
  VER100TR Trough - 100x40x50  28kg  £625

PLANTERS



ROMA
A contemporary version of the classical urn, The Roma is an elegant hot zinc dipped hand-made 

planter.  Heavily influenced by the courtyard gardens of Rome and Venice, this stunning product is 
indeed a statement.  The Roma planters are available in two sizes and would make a dramatic 

addition to any driveway, courtyard or entrance.

   ROMA80 40x40x80 15kg  £495
   ROMA100 50x50x100 25kg  £595  

PLANTERS
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ROMA
&
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APG

MEDIUM
EMPIRE PLANTERS



EMPIRE

An elegantly tapered planter with a raised panel on all four sides with a splayed base. The design is 
reminiscent of the art deco movement and looks stunning in any setting. The planters will arrive in a 

weathered finish and over time they will lighten due to the natural oxidisation process. 

  EMP045PS Small - 45x45x45  19kg  £345
  EMP055PS Medium - 55x55x55  29kg  £425  
  EMP070PS Large - 70x70x70  47kg  £695  
  EMP080PT Tall- 45x45x82   32kg  £465
  EMP100TR Trough - 100x40x50  38kg  £675

PLANTERS



VERSAILLES

Heavily influenced by the gardens of Versailles, this planter is adorned with ball finials and rings, 
which gives it a very traditional look. The planters will arrive in a weathered zinc finish, but over time 
they will lighten due to the natural oxidisation process. This stunning planter is indeed a statement 

and is certainly deep enough to plant a small tree. 
Bay trees (Laurus Nobilis) or Portuguese Laurel (Prunus Lusitanica) look stunning in the Versailles 

Planters. The height of the planter provides the Tree roots with room to grow, ensuring the tree can 
live healthily for many years to come.

  VER096P Versailles - 62x62x94 71kg  £1275
  VER096-X Versailles X - 62x62x94 77kg  £1395

PLANTERS
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XL
ARNO FOUNTAIN



ARNO 

The Arno fountain creates a blade of water from its slim, letterbox spout. This fountain arrives in an 
already pre-weathered finish and will get slightly lighter over time. The Arno is available in three 

sizes and is fitted with a built in submersible pump. This water feature is completely self contained so 
you will not require a water supply. The Arno works by recycling water from the trough and pumping 

it into the back reservoir.

  ARN60WF Tall - 60x40x150  58kg  £1695
  ARN130WF Square - 100x50x130  75kg  £1995
  ARN150WF XL - 150x55x150  106kg  £2995  

WATER FEATURES



VENETO

Elegant and understated, this multi-spout contemporary water feature would make a chic 
addition to any garden or urban space. The Veneto arrives in an already pre-weathered finish that 

will get slightly lighter over time. This water feature is completely self contained so you will not 
require a water supply. The Veneto works by recycling water from the trough and pumping it into the 
back reservoir. The Veneto Fountain is now available in four sizes and includes a built in submersible 

pump.

  VEN60WF  Tall - 60x40x150  58kg  £1695
  VEN120WF  Low - 120x44x65  45kg  £1595
  VEN130WF  Square - 100x50x130  75kg  £1995
  VEN150WF  XL - 150x55x150  107kg  £2995

WATER FEATURES
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TIBER 

The Tiber is a classically designed water fountain with a 
Flemish curved top and single spout. With our trademark 

“Belgian Circle” design on the front reservoir, the Tiber 
Fountain would bring tranquility and peace to any 

garden space or courtyard. The Tiber arrives in an already 
pre-weathered finish that will get slightly lighter over 

time. This water feature is completely self contained so 
you will not require a water supply. The Tiber works by 

recycling water from the trough and pumping it into the 
back reservoir.  This fountain includes a built in 

submersible pump and is now available in a Square & Tall 
design with a tubular spout, or a Curved Trough with a 

matching spout.

  
TIB165WF Tall - 65x55x165 66kg £1795
TIB120WF Square - 120x60x115 74kg £1895
TIB120CWF Curved - 130x50x135 83kg £1995

WATER FEATURES

SQUARE TIBER
WATER FEATURE
&
ROUND MIRROR
&
MEDIUM 
BATH COACH LAMP
BLACK



TRENTO

The Trento is a contemporary fountain with a rolled edge detail and three single spouts. 
This fountain arrives in an already pre-weathered finish that will get slightly lighter over time. 

This water feature is completely self-contained so you will not require a water supply. The Trento 
works by recycling water from the trough and pumping it into the back reservoir. 
This fountain includes a built in submersible pump and is  available in two sizes.

  TRE150WF  Tall - 65x42x150  52kg  £1495
  TRE120WF  Square - 120x57x115  73kg  £1895 

WATER FEATURES



SQUARE TRENTO
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QUBE

The Qube Water Feature is a free standing contemporary fountain that would make an excellent 
addition to any modern, urban space. This low, wide water feature includes a built in pump, which 

provides a gentle bubble of water that rises from the centre of the fountain. The Qube is available in 
two sizes and works well when used in a scheme with our Qube Planters. 

  QUBEWF1 Square - 80x80x40  72kg  £1495
  QUBEWF2 Slim - 127x50x40  85kg  £1695

WATER FEATURES



ENZO
The Enzo water feature is one of our biggest and most impressive water feature to date. 

An Industrial Bauhaus design with a three panelled back and three large circular spouts, sure to 
make a statement in any garden. This water feature is completely self contained, so you will not 

require a water supply to the feature. The Enzo Fountain is available in one size only and includes a 
built in submersible pump. 

   ENZO1  150x55x150 110kg  £2995

WATER FEATURES
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LEAF BALL

Our long awaited new Leaf Ball Water Feature is finally here. 
After many requests we have been able to produce this stunning large centre piece. Inspired by our largest leaf Ball, the water gently tumbles into a 

decorative pool where the water is recycled, creating a visual delight. This fountain is now available in two designs and two “Leaf Ball” sizes and 
includes a built in submersible pump.

    LBWF90-1 90cm Ball - Octagonal Base   100x100x110  105kg  £2995
    LBWF90-2  90cm Ball - Round Base   130cm dia x 110 H  117kg  £2995 
    LBWF70-1 70cm Ball - Octagonal Base   90x90x85  70kg  £2495
    LBWF70-2  70cm Ball - Round Base   100cm dia x 85 H  74kg  £2495 

WATER FEATURES



LEAF BALLS

The Leaf Balls are crafted using hundreds of individually cut leaves, layered and hand welded onto a spherical 
frame. As a collection or used individually, these sculptures command year round interest in the garden. These 
decorative pieces will develop a beautiful aged patina over time, giving them an antique look. These leaf balls 

will arrive in a weathered zinc finish and over time they will lighten due to the natural oxidisation process.
 

  BL025  Small - 25cm Diameter x 26cm High  5kg  £225
  BL040  Medium - 40cm Diameter x 42cm High  12kg  £325
  BL050  Large - 50cm Diameter x 52cm High  18kg  £445
  BL070  X Large - 70cm Diameter x 72cm High  35kg  £795
  BL090  XXL - 90cm Diameter x 92cm High  65kg  £995

DECORATIVE OBJECTS



XXL, XL AND LARGE
LEAF BALLS



LARGE
ARTICHOKES
&
THE RACE



ARTICHOKES

Beautifully constructed, these Zinc Artichokes are made of hundreds of individually cut leaves, 
layered and hand welded on to a steel cage. The Artichokes are very similar to our Leaf Balls except 
they have a tapered top and a square base plinth. Available in three sizes, they look stunning when 

grouped together or used individually, offering all year round interest in the garden. They work 
equally well inside, making a beautiful centre piece for any table. The larger Artichokes look impres-

sive when placed on a pedestal creating a dramatic accent to any room or garden.
 
  ART030  Small - 22x22x32  5kg  £225
  ART040  Medium - 28x28x40  8kg  £275
  ART050  Large - 35x35x50  10kg  £325

DECORATIVE OBJECTS



DECORATIVE OBJECTS

LATTICE BALLS

A contemporary sphere shaped decorative sculpture. These stunning handmade balls are available 
in five sizes which work well in groups or as individual pieces. These balls arrive in a pre weathered 

zinc finish and the colour will slightly lighten over time, giving you an old antique look straight out of 
the box. These unique sculptures allow you to plant and even illuminate from within, adding magical 

interest to a border or flower bed.
 
 LAT40D  Small - 40cm Diameter x 38cm High  6kg  £225
 LAT50D  Medium - 50cm Diameter x 48cm High  11kg  £275
 LAT60D  Large - 60cm Diameter x 57cm High  17kg  £325
 LAT80D  X Large - 80cm Diameter x 75cm High  29kg  £445
 LAT100D  XXL - 100cm Diameter x 95cm High  42kg  £595



LARGE AND SMALL
LATTICE BALLS



LARGE AND SMALL
NEST BALLS



NEST BALLS

The Nest Balls are inspired by natural forms and organic structures in nature. 
The Nest balls are available in three sizes and similarly to the Lattice Balls, they can be integrated 

within your planting schemes, adding a unique look and creating a living sculpture 
within your garden.

 NEST50D Small - 50cm Diameter x 48cm High  12kg £295
 NEST70D Medium - 70cm Diameter x 67cm High  21kg  £395
 NEST90D Large - 90cm Diameter x 85cm High  33kg  £495

DECORATIVE OBJECTS



LUNA SCULPTURE

The Luna is a masterpiece of understatement. 
Simple, elegant and unadorned it nestles quietly into any outdoor space or equally can be the 
centre feature of your garden. With a solid panelled Zinc pedestal, the sculpture is sold as one 

complete piece. 

  LUNA1   60x60x160  41kg  £995

DECORATIVE OBJECTS



LUNA
SCULPTURE
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BELGIAN AND ENGLISH
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MIRRORS

Our beautiful new range of mirrors can be used in many ways in an indoor or garden space, playing 
clever tricks with the eye, a mirror can make a space feel bigger and bring light into an enclosed 

area. Available in three sizes and shapes, offering either a traditional or contemporary look.

  MIR-01  Square - 70x12x70  16kg  £395
  MIR-02  Circle - 80 dia x 6 depth 12kg  £425
  MIR-03  Rectangle - 180x6x70  27kg  £595

DECORATIVE OBJECTS



OPEN PEDESTALS

Our open pedestals are available in two sizes, and are made from high quality steel 
with a solid metal top which is then galvanised. They can be used as a stand for our 
large and small candle lanterns,  Leaf balls and Artichokes. The open design allows 

you to see through them, which gives a much softer appearance than a solid pedestal 
base.  You can place items inside the bottom or plant inside the pedestal for effect.

 OP01-90 40x40x90   15kg  £295
 OP01-120 50x50x120   20kg  £345

DECORATIVE OBJECTS
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LEAD ART COLLECTION
A stunning collection of pure lead sculptures. All of our sculptures are 
hand crafted, making them individual with no two pieces exactly the 
same. Lead is a timeless material that has been used throughout the 

centuries to create detailed sculpture that will brave the elements and 
stand the test of time. These pieces of Art are unique, unconventional 
and contemporary, making them a very collectable addition to your 

garden. As these pieces are made to commission, please allow 
approximately 8-10 weeks for delivery. 

 

LS-FLOYD Floyd - 18x18x43  18kg  £1195
LS-MAR  Martha - 31x87   45kg  £3995
LS-EVAP Eva & Pedestal - 38x38x192 160kg  £5995
LS-SOPHP Sophia & Pedestal - 36x36x137 150kg  £6495
LS-FLO  Florence - 65x65x192   244kg  £8995
LS-RACE The Race - 95x95x175  505kg  £12,995
LS-RAPT Rapture - 100x25x140  195kg  £7,995

SOPHIA

RAPTURE



THE RACE

EVA



BATH COACH LAMPS

The Bath Coach Lamp has a perforated roof detail and is constructed from stainless steel with 
4mm toughened safety glass and is supplied with a Vintage LED Filament light bulb. 

The Small Coach Lamp takes a E14 (SES) bulb, and the Medium & Large have a E27 (ES) bulb fitting. 
A pair of these Coach Lamps look stunning when used either side of a traditional front door, situated 
above a pair of our Tall Planters. The Bath Coach Lamps have an IP44 rating, making them more than 

suitable for outdoor use, but can equally look fantastic when used inside. The lamps are now 
available in three powder coated finishes, ‘Weathered Zinc,’ ‘Weathered Matte Black’ or ‘Corten Steel.’ 

  BATH01  Small - 20x13x36  4kg  £295
  BATH02  Medium - 25x15x46  5kg  £345
  BATH03  Large - 35x20x55  8kg  £425

Lamp Fitting Specs
IP44 Rated      Max 60W    220V - 240V       

LIGHTING
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BLENHEIM COACH LAMPS

Our simple yet stunning Blenheim Coach Lamps are inspired by the British 19th Century Carriage 
Lanterns. These Coach Lamps have two finials on the roof and are constructed from stainless steel, 
which are finished in either our ‘Weathered Zinc,’ ‘Weathered Matte Black’ or ‘Corten Steel’ powder 
coated finish. The small Coach Lamp takes a E14 (SES) bulb, whereas the medium and large sizes 

take a E27 ES bulb. A pair of the Blenheim Coach Lamps in the small and medium size look stunning 
when used either side of a traditional front door and the large size is very effective when lighting 

Courtyards and Walls. These Coach Lamps have an IP44 rating, meaning they are more than 
suitable for outdoor use.

  BLEN01  Small - 20x13x36  4kg  £295
  BLEN02  Medium - 25x15x46  5kg  £345
  BLEN03  Large - 35x20x55  8kg  £425

Lamp Fitting Specs
IP44 Rated      Max 60W    220V - 240V       

LIGHTING



BATH HANGING LANTERNS

Our simple yet stunning Bath Hanging Lanterns compliment our Bath Coach Lamp range. 
The Hanging Lanterns are constructed from stainless steel with a ‘Weathered Zinc,’ ‘Weathered Matte 
Black’ or ‘Corten Steel’ powder coated finish, complete with a Chain, ceiling rose and a ceiling hook. 
These Hanging Lanterns have an IP23 rating, which indicates they are safe for outdoor sheltered use. 
These lights are perfect to be situated in a Porch or in a sheltered Pergola, or when used inside in a 

high ceiling hallway or stairwell.  These Hanging Lanterns are now available in two sizes.

  BATH-HL01 Large - 35x35x46  11kg  £445
  BATH-HL02 Small - 27x27x34  7kg  £395

Lamp Fitting Specs
IP23 Rated      Max 60W    220V - 240V       

LIGHTING



LARGE 
BATH HANGING LANTERN
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SMALL
BLENHEIM HANGING LANTERN
ZINC



BLENHEIM HANGING LANTERNS

Our simple yet stunning Blenheim Hanging Lanterns which compliment our Blenheim Coach Lamps. 
These Hanging Lanterns have an IP23 rating, which indicates they are safe for outdoor sheltered use. 

These lights are perfect to be situated in a porch or in a sheltered pergola, or when used inside in 
a high ceiling hallway or stairwell. The Hanging Lanterns are constructed from stainless steel with a 
‘Weathered Zinc,’ Weathered Matte Black’ or ‘Corten Steel’ powder coated finish, complete with a 

chain, ceiling rose and a ceiling hook.

 BLEN-HL01  Large - 35x35x46  11kg  £445
 BLEN-HL02  Small - 27x27x34   7kg  £395

Lamp Fitting Specs
IP23 Rated      Max 60W    220V - 240V       

LIGHTING



LONDON

A contemporary alternative to our traditional Coach Lamps. Understated with clear paned glass and 
simple lines, the London Lamp holds an Edison-style vintage filament bulb. These lamps are 

available in three sizes and include a free LED bulb. These lights look fantastic when used in a more 
contemporary garden setting or either side of a doorway. The London lights are constructed from 
stainless steel, 4mm toughened glass and are available in a ‘Weathered Zinc’, ‘Weathered Matte 

Black’ or ‘Corten Steel’ powder coated finish. 

  LON01WL  Wide - 22x13x38  7kg  £345
  LON02WL  Slim - 16x13x38  5kg  £295
  LON03WL  Mini - 15x13x25  4kg  £275

Lamp Fitting Specs
IP44 Rated      Max 60W     220V - 240V       

LIGHTING



WIDE
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MAYFAIR

The Mayfair is similar in every way to our London Lamp, with the exception of the detail on the front 
face, giving it a little more interest and elegance. The Mayfair lights are constructed from stainless 

steel, 4mm  toughened glass and are available in a ‘Weathered Zinc’, ‘Weathered Matt Black’ or 
‘Corten Steel’ powder coated finish. 

  MAY01WL  Wide - 22x12x38  8kg  £375
  MAY02WL  Slim - 16x12x38  6kg  £325

Lamp Fitting Specs
IP44 Rated      Max 60W     220V - 240V       

LIGHTING



ENGLISH COACH LAMPS

The English Coach lamp is inspired by our ever popular English Planter. A very sophisticated wall 
lamp with a top and bottom detail, available in the Zinc and Black finishes. The English wall lamps 

are currently available in one size and arrive with a free LED light bulb. 

  ECL01-Z   Zinc -  24x14x31  7kg  £375
  ECL01-B  Black - 24x14x31  7kg  £375

Lamp Fitting Specs
IP44 Rated      Max 60W     220V - 240V       

LIGHTING
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CANDLE LANTERNS & EVERLASTING CANDLES
Introducing the beautiful Bath Candle Lanterns suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. Unlike other substandard products on the market, these handmade Lanterns 

are constructed from quality stainless steel, 4mm Toughened safety glass and are powder coated in our trademark Weathered Matt black and Zinc finishes. These lanterns 
look great when used in fireplaces, in pairs either side of an entrance or make a real statement when used as a centre piece of a dining table. Our “Everlasting” candles 

are hard to distinguish from ordinary wax candles, yet always remain full-size and in perfect condition as the wick is fed from an internal oil-filled container.

     BCL01  Candle Lantern Small - 30x30x58   9kg  £325
     BCL02  Candle Lantern Large - 40x40x72   13kg  £375
     BCL03  Candle Lantern Tall - 20x20x64    10kg  £295
     EC-13H  Everlasting Candle Small - 9cm Dia. x 13cm H  1kg  £55
     EC-18H  Everlasting Candle Medium - 9cm Dia. x 18cm H 1.4kg  £65
     EC-23H  Everlasting Candle Large - 9cm Dia. x 23cm H  1.8kg  £75

LIGHTING



FIRE PITS

These Fire Pits include the burner and lava rocks and can be fuelled by either Natural Gas from your home 
or LPG (Bottled Gas). These Fire Pits are designed to produce a rich flame, emulating a natural wood fire. 

The body of the fire pit is made from our signature hot Zinc dipped Steel and includes a Zinc cover, giving 
the Fire Pit the ability to be used as an outdoor table when not in use. Please note due to the molten dip 

galvanisation process, the zinc top may not be perfectly flat and may contain some ripples. 
Please visit our website to download the full technical specifitications and installation instructions 

for more information.

  FP01  Square - 80x80x35   61kg  £1995
  FP02  Slim - 120x50x35   74kg  £2095
  FP03  Round - 95 dia. x 35 H   78kg  £2195

FIRE PITS



SQUARE
FIRE PIT

TIBER CURVED
WATER FEATURE

MEDIUM
BELGIAN CIRCLE
PLANTERS





SUSSEX FOLLY

The Sussex Folly stands proudly above the competition as 
an incredible focal point in any garden scheme.

With our signature attention to detail this Folly will make 
the ultimate statement. 

Built from sustainable First quality Redwood timber with 
pure lead flashings, Red Cedar roof shingles and finished 
with the best Scandinavian external paint on the market. 

Depending on how many doorways you choose, the 
building can be used as secret gateway to another part of 
the garden or simply a Perfect place to sit and relax with a 

Gin & tonic.  

The Sussex Folly is 4m High, 2.5m Wide and Deep and will 
arrive in flatpack form, ready to be put together on site 

and the price below includes delivery to site. 

As the Follys are made to order so please allow 
approximately ten weeks for delivery.

SF01  1 Doorway, 3 Walls £13,500
SF02  2 Doorways, 2 Walls £13,250
SF03  3 Doorways, 1 Wall £12,995
SF04  4 Doorways  £12,500
DOOR  Door & Handle  £495

MEDIUM 
EMPIRE PLANTERS

80CM TALL
ROMA PLANTERS

BATH AND BLENHEIM
MEDIUM
COACH LAMPS
ZINC


